1.
Introduction. Consider a contiguous block of m locations, which we use to implement two stacks. One stack grows frcm the leftend of the block and the other from the rightend; we denote the heights of the stacks by x and y (see Figure 1 ). * One measur ef of the effectiveness of the memory utilization for this scheme is the expected value of max(x,yj when the two stacks first meet, i.e., when x+y = m . For example, suppose the value of max{x,y} is 2m/3 . If we had used one block for each stack, then we should have reserved at least 4m/3 locations instead of the present m locations. The following model was proposed in [2] , with p (0 5 P < 1) as a parameter. Consider a sequence of stack operations to be carried out, until the two stacks meet. Each instruction is either on the left stack or on the right stack with equal probability; and for each choice, there is a -probability p for it to be a deletion and probability l-p to be an insertion. A deletion on an empty stack will not have any In this paper we prove the following result. It is convenient to cast the above model in random walk terminologies (see Feller [l] for backgrounds on random walks). Let IL , IR denote an insertion instruction for the left and the right stack, respectiveSy, and DL ., DR a respective deletion instruction. We can regard the execution of a sequence of such instructions as a "particle" performing a "walk" on the integer lattice points in the plane, with the coordinates (x,y) being the current heights of the stacks. For example, an instruction IL causes the particle to move from its current position We begin by considering a related random walk that is easier to .
analyze. In a (p,m;a,b)' -random walk, a particle starts at the point b'b) ' moves according to the following transition rule { (x+bY) with probability (l-p)/2 (X'Y> 3
(X' y+l> with probability (l-p)/2 (x-by) with probability p/2 (%Y-1) with probability p/2 , and stops when it hits the absorbing barrier x+y = m . We use " 0 fy;b' ';b for the random variables defined in the same way ' ' as X, %b ,Y a,b ' Z a,b l Again, we shall see later that the particle will eventually hit the absorbing barrier with probability 1 .
The value of Za b can be evaluated rather precisely. In particular, ' we have the following result when ko > is close to the origin. Pr I#IR(') -9 tl > cpt ( < 2 eq$ t) , -
J#DL(S) -$j tl > cPt 1 < 2 exp(-ci t) , -Pr ( (#DLb) -f tl > Ept > < 2 eq(-c: t) .
As m>M -P , the particle will not be absorbed in t steps. Since fj(s) 5 t for j E (1'23 , it follows that s E So only if
fj(s)
5 'h; 1% ml for some j e {1,2) . Observe that This shows that the particle will be absorbed with probability 1 .
fl(s) 2 #IL(s) -#DL(S) and f2(s) > #IR(s)-#DR(s) . It is
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Proofs of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.
We need some basic facts about l-dimensional random walks (see Feller [l] ). Consider a random walk in l-dimension that starts at 0 , and at each step, moves to the left with probability p (0 < p < l/2) and to the right with probability l-p . Let urn .(p) be the probability ' that position m (m > 0) is reached for the first time at exactly the n-th step. It is known (see Feller [l, Chap. 14, formula (4.14)]) that n+m n-m CU 2 m> n (P)(n-no) = n cpno l
Proof. The generating function V,(z) = c u zn is equal to (G(z n>O m> n -where
as can be directly verified. The first sum is given by (P) n = u;(1) = mG'(1) = no . ' Umn n '
The second sum is then the variance of the sequence urn ,(p) , ' n= 0'1'2,... ' regarded as a probability distribution. Thus, after some calculations, we find cum n (p)(n-n,)
We also need the following result (see Feller [l, Chap. 14, formula (2.8)]).
Fact 2.
The probability that the above random walk ever reaches -z 0 w ere z > 0 ) is equal to (p/(1-p))' .
We state one more fact. Let R be any number. For each se {a,@jn , let W:')(s) denote the quantity I# of p -# of a -11 . Let wLp, be
(1) the average value of Wn (s) , assuming that all 2n sequences are equally likely. Proof.
We have used the fact in the derivation. 
